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Abstract
Diesel Particulate Filters (DPFs) are required to be shown as higher robustness performance under
every severe circumstance since the fuel penalty issues are coming to reduce CO2 emission up to 90 g/km in 2020
(EU). It is considered that the DPF robustness mainly depends on the thermal stress coming from the
temperature changes inside DPF during regeneration process (combustion duration for accumulated soot
particles inside DPF).
Newly-developed DPF with higher thermal properties of Aluminum Titanate (AT) materials and
unique cell design of asymmetric hexagonal structure has recently been developed. The characteristic is lower
pressure drop especially under soot-deposition, and higher ash capacity based on the cell design. In this paper,
various testing condition for the robustness performance on AT-DPF are addressed.
The result shows the thermal shock testing results with LDV engine bench system under drop-to-idle
(DTI) condition a) and drop-to-non-load (DTNL) condition b) on AT-DPF (DPF size is 5.66 inches of diameter / 6
inches of length in cylindrical shape) with catalytic coating. While DTI mode simulates that the vehicle is driven to
be climbed up to the steep hill with full-pedal and then kept to run on flat way without the pedal, DTNL mode
climbing up to the hill with full-pedal and down the hill with constant engine rotation. At both modes, no
damage in DPF to make soot-leakage behavior was observed after the testing. A remarkable difference was
shown between both modes in temperature behavior after the post injection is over. DTI mode shows higher
temperature on every points at DPF internal although the timing in temperature increase differs individually due
to its material properties of lower heat conductivity of AT. On the other hand, it was observed that DTNL mode
makes lower temperature especially on outer area of DPF. The behavior can be explained by the specific gas flow
from engine side on the testing. At any timing before and after pot-injection-stopping for regeneration the higher
gas flow is kept to be through DPF, resulting in making lower temperature on the outer position.
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Conclusion

As for thermal shock testing condition,
Drop-to-idle (DTI) and Drop-to-non-load (DTNL) mode were performed.
DTI mode caused higher Tmax, and gradient than DTNL mode inside DPF.
SUMIPURE® shows no remarkable damages on both thermal shock mode.
In durability testing on heat-cyclic/ash-accumulation procedure,
SUMIPURE™ shows no remarkable damages (thermal shock crack/ashmelting).
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